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case study
The solution

combines voice
communication
with alarm
handling,
all available
simultaneously on
a MOTOTRBO
radio.
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Success Outline.
The Need.

Streamline communication and alarm notification processes by linking voice and alarm data
communications across multiple sites to MOTOTRBO radios.

The Solution.
MOTOTRBO IP Site Connect links radio calls across both sites. The Teldio RBX +Plus links calls incoming
from the PBX to MOTOTRBO radios. The Alarm Control System (ACS) monitors for alarms generated by
the Honeywell Building Management System (BMS) and the ASCOM Man Down Pager system. Once the
alarms are generated, ACS automatically notifies the appropriate response personnel depending on the
time of day and type of alarm.

The Benefits.
• All applications are housed on a single server and share hardware resources to reduce costs.
• A single platform provides interoperable voice and data, ensuring greater employee safety and
security and signifanctly increasing productivity.
• Radios at multiple sites receive calls and alarms, ensuring that all responsible personnel are
informed of ongoing operations.
• The customer reduces operational costs while gaining greater employee safety and efficiency.

Solution
Features
• Two interfaces monitor
output alarms from the
BMS and Man Down
paging system.
• PBX integration with
the MOTOTRBO
radio network enables
talkgroups and private
phone call capabilities.
• Engineers can call
the control room desk
phone directly from their
MOTOTRBO radios.
• Emergency Man Down
alarms are immediately
dispatched to the safety
officers’ radios.
• Engineers receive
technical alarm
information on their
MOTOTRBO radio
display.
• Alarms are remotely
accepted and closed
directly from the radio.
• All alarm details are
logged and reported for
easy tracking measures.
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Streamline Communication
and Alarm Notification in
Power Plants.
Adding More Value to the Radio Network with Teldio.

The Irish Electricity Supply Board (ESB) employs over 7,000 people and is the primary supplier
of electricity to the Republic of Ireland. ESB provides 4,000 MWatts of electrical power to 1.8
million customers. The organization maintains a mixed portfolio of generation facilities using both
renewable and fossil fuels.
As part of its commitment to continual improvement, ESB recently upgraded its legacy two-way
radio system to a MOTOTRBO IP Site Connect system. To facilitate the delivery of this solution,
ESB employed EMR, a leading system integrator and MOTOROLA partner. EMR efficiently
designed the system using a MOTOTRBO IP Site Connect radio network and two Teldio
applications. The RBX +Plus to interfaces with the company’s existing PBX and bridges the two
systems, and the Alarm Control System (ACS) intelligently monitors for multiple sources of alarms
and automatically notifies employees via their MOTOTRBO radios.
“We can talk to each other and receive critical alarm texts from any location across both power
generating sites.” - Mick Murphy, Operations Manager.
The solution links the existing PBX telephone system to MOTOTRBO radios with the RBX +Plus.
This enables employees to contact directly any radio user located at any site from virtually
anywhere simply by dialing into the radio network with their desk phone or mobile device. Radio
users also have the additional capability of using their MOTOTRBO radio as a mobile phone by
calling out to internal and external phone numbers.
The Alarm Control System (ACS) monitors and interprets alarms from the Honeywell Building
Management System (BMS) and the ASCOM Man Down paging system. When triggered, alarms
are dispatched to the appropriate response individual or group from a group of 30 MOTOTRBO
radios distributed across both power plant sites.

A Solution for Worker Safety,
Increased Productivity and
Eased Communication.
Wanting the Best from your Communication Infrastructure.

A MOTOTRBO IP Site Connect system links the Cathleen Falls Hydro-electric Power Plant in Ballyshannon
Donegal to its neighboring Clady Power Plant. MOTOTRBO radios can instantly communicate between both
plants. The MOTOTRBO repeater at Cathleen Falls connects directly with ESB’s PBX using Teldio’s RBX +Plus.
The RBX +Plus enabled ESB to discontinue the use of their mobile handhelds by shifting telephone and
messaging capabilities to their radio network. This provided them with considerable cost savings as they
elimitated costly recurring monthly fees. Staff without radios can now use any phone to initiate a private call with
an individual radio or dial into radio talkgroups to participate instantly in daily routines and urgent tasks. This also
provides radio users with the freedom to roam anywhere within the radio network and to continue to initiate phone
calls just as they once did with their mobile phones.
The Alarm Control System (ACS) listens for and interprets technical and business critical alarms from the
Honeywell BMS that monitors both power plants. If an alarm is raised at either site, the ACS immediately
dispatches the alarm details in text format to the radio of the ESB employee responsible to respond to that alarm.
In addition, the ACS is configured to monitor safety and emergency alarms that are initiated by the existing
ASCOM Man Down paging system. The system triggers an alarm if a user at either site manually activates an
alarm, fails to move over a period of time, or falls down. All alarms are automatically dispatched by ACS directly to
the security staff at either site based on their assigned competencies.
Teldio’s applications enabled
additional capabilities on ESB
workers’ MOTOTRBO radios:
• Receive and make
private phone calls from
their MOTOTRBO radios
• Allow phone users
to dial into the radio
network and speak to
workers on their radios
• Receive alarm
notifications from the
Honeywell Building
Management System
directly on the
MOTOTRBO radios
• Receive alarm
notifications from the
ASCOM Man Down
paging system
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About Teldio.

Teldio ensures greater employee safety, security, and situational awareness by providing cost effective radio
to telephony unified communications, alarm management and indoor positioning solutions. We have given
ourselves the mandate of providing breakthrough solutions to integrate existing communication infrastructures.
Teldio solutions are also scalable, helping your communication network grow.
How can we help your company? Teldio employs a mix of highly skilled engineers and industry business veterans
to tackle the most complex challenges faced in the two-way radio and alarm management markets. As such,
Teldio has become the bridge between mobile, telephony and alarm networks ensuring the maximization of
communication technology investment by significantly reducing recurring costs.
The company’s world headquarters are located in Ottawa, Canada with a regional office in Cambridge, England
and presence in the United States. Combining its network of strategic partners, Teldio has representation in over
90 countries across 6 continents.

www . teldio . com
390 March Road, Suite 110, Kanata, Ontario, K2K 0G7
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